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Medicine 401 Guide to Telemedicine with Trainees 
 
Instruction to Students: 
 

Thank you for participating in the Med 401 telemedicine program.  We would like to go 
over some basic expectations to help you make the most of this experience. 
 
Preparing for Temedicine Sessions: 

1. Ensure that you have necessary devices (Apple/iOS devices only for Epic visits) or 
contact Dean’s office if you do not.  

2. Download relevant apps prior to visit. 
a. If you are assigned to a clinic at the VA: If you are going to use an iOS device, 

please download the VA Video Connect app from the app store.  Other devices do 
not require download.  Chrome is the recommended browser to use for the 
encounter. If you do not have remote access at the VA, please contact Bunna Suy 
at bunna.suy@va.gov to arrange a time to setup remote access in his office. 

b. If you are assigned to a clinic at UCSD: Unfortunately, the current software 
Haiku can only be run on an apple device.  The student will download Haiku here. 
Once downloaded, they will open Haiku and select “Schedules Folder Icon” to 
open up the schedules list.  Student will select the schedule needed to access and 
appointment to join.  Click the video camera button on the bottom of the screen 
(See associated document – Option 1, Step 4) 

i. (UCSD Specific) Open Epic chart of patient on BOTH computer Epic as 
well as Epic Haiku on your phone. Computer will be used to type notes 
and look up patient info, phone just to do the video component.  

ii. (UCSD Specific) If time permits, call the patient 1 hr before appointment 
to ensure they have filled out questionnaires and consent forms for video 
visit successfully in myUCSDchart. 

3. Review Best Practices for Telemedicine and Telemedicine Physical Exam orientation 
materials.  

 
Visit Preparation: 

1. Email your assigned provider in advance and include your phone number. 
2. Discuss with your provider if she/he prefers to both be on the call throughout the whole 

appointment, or only student first and then provider joins when student is ready to 
present. 

a. If the latter, discuss with provider a target time to present during the visit, i.e. at 
4:50PM for a 4:30-5PM appointment, and how to contact the preceptor (phone, 
separate video platform) or if the provider will join the video visit to hear the 
presentation and discuss the plan. 

mailto:bunna.suy@va.gov
http://ubar.ucsd.edu/
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3. Discuss with provider to pre-plan about the patient you will be seeing, to set key 
objectives and topics for the visit, and preliminary plans. 

 
During Visit: 

 
For the encounter, please ensure you are in a quiet, private location with 

simple/professional background, wearing professional clothing, with the camera positioned at 
eye level. Be mindful of nonverbal communication such as eye contact (looking at camera), 
posture to convey interest, minimizing distracting hand motions. 
 
(UCSD Specific) To log onto video in Haiku: 

1. Open patient chart in Epic Haiku. 
2. At bottom of chart there is a list of icons that can be swiped right, swipe till you see the 

video button with the label “Telemed”. 
3. Select telemed and click “join video call”. 

 
At start of visit: 

1. Ask the patient if he/she had any difficulty with consent/questions about consent; confirm 
verbally that they are OK with conducting visit by video. 

2. Ensure patient can see and hear all participants in the appointment.  
3. Confirm patient identity, physical location, contact information, and lock virtual room if 

applicable.    
4. Check to make sure patient is in quiet room with door closed or is using headphones 

(ensure sensitive topics will not be overheard). 
 
Workflow Models 
Student First Video Encounter: 

1. Provider does not enter the visit with the student OR provider introduces student and 
patient but then leaves visit. 

2. Conduct history and physical exam with patient while documenting visit. 
3. When finished, briefly present to attending the assessment and plan at the time discussed 

prior to visit. This may be done with patient in the virtual exam room OR via telephone 
or alternative video platform while patient waits in virtual exam room 

4. Discuss plan together with patient. 
 
Directly Observed Video Encounter: 

- Provider introduces student and patient to one another, assists with agenda setting if 
needed 

- Provider documents during visit  
- Student takes focused history 
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- Student identifies which portions of the relevant physical exam can be performed and 
conducts exam  

- Student and preceptor leave visit (or mute/close camera) and discuss plan by phone or 
another video platform OR student presents assessment and plan in front of patient with 
input from preceptor, with provider clarifying/correcting as needed.  

 
After Visit 

- Student and provider de-brief by phone or video after visit or at end of clinical session 
o Discuss both medical teaching points and also flow points regarding how it was to 

present, interview by video, etc. 
- Student writes note in chart if possible OR sends de-identified note via email to provider 

for review and feedback 
 
Miscellaneous: 

- If video is not working… 
o May need to switch to three-way phone call, or find different patient to see 
o Some students have noted WIFI vs. LTE differences 

- Flexibility might be required if appointment cancels; requires provider and student to 
maintain communication, consider identifying another patient on possibly a different day 

 


